
HOW TO WRITE API IN C SHARP

This tutorial explains how you can build your own web server (Web API) using C# (carriagehouseautoresto.com). It is
important to note that to host your server you.

How can it be useful? NET Core works. You can think of it as something similar to modules of the Javascript
language, or packages from Java. You can use this solution as a guide if you need additional help working
through the exercises. Accepting the license terms Wait until the downloading and installation process
completes. Select the Response body tab. The framework pipeline handles the serialization of data to a JSON
object. You can use these interface methods to use AutoMapper mapping methods. If not, it maps the updated
category model to a category resource and return a success response to the client application. API directory,
create a new folder called Domain. Thanks to AutoMapper, we can do it with only one extra line. This
directory is going to have everything we need to access the database, such as repositories implementations.
This class is just an abstract class that all our repositories will inherit. Adding a User Model The model
represents the user, thus we will include various fields like id, name, email, phone, and role. Press the Start
Capturing button. Finally, the unit of work completes the transaction executing the real operation into the
database. A namespace consists of a group of related classes, interfaces, enums, and structs. In the callback,
the DOM is updated with the to-do information. This property is filled during request execution before
reaching our action execution. It seems to be complicated, but it is really easy to implement this logic using
the service architecture we structured for our API. A lot of frameworks and libraries including ASP. Add the
HTML code below to the file just after the unordered list you added in the previous task. Once the page loads
and the JavaScript executes, the breakpoint will be hit and the code execution will pause in the controller.
Check this Github issue if you want to understand this behavior. The result is that we can call it like a normal
method of this class since we include the respective usingdirective where we want to use the extension. Open
the ModelToResourceProfile class and change the code this way: This syntax tells AutoMapper to use the new
extension method to convert our EUnitOfMeasurement value into a string containing its description. The
success callback function is invoked if the request succeeds. Log on to Portal Click New on the command bar.
Having defined the interface, we can come back to the service class and finish implementing the listing
method, using an instance of ICategoryRepository to return the data. Opening the Web Site management
pages In the Dashboard page, under the quick glance section, click the Download publish profile link. If you
realize that a service or application will grow and change frequently, avoid using a base class. Click OK. We
can think of a repository conceptually as any other collection present at the. Before adding the DeleteAsync
signature to our ICategoryService interface, we need to do a small refactoring. Change the code in the
following way: The constructor we added to this class is responsible for passing the database configuration to
the base class through dependency injection. Our business logic is pretty simple. AutoMapper is a very
popular library in the. To return JSON data containing only the identifiers and names of the supermarket
categories, we have to create a resource class. If you get a Method Not Allowed error, it's probably the result
of not compiling the project after adding the PostTodoItem method. In Solution Explorer, right-click the
Controllers. Start typing the snippet name without spaces or hyphens.


